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Search Toggle display of website navigation Voice: March 30, , 6: Late Wednesday evening, March 25, the
White House posted a statement declaring: There was no statement from the Department of Defense, the
federal agency responsible for those armed forces providing the support to the GCC, or comment from U.
Central Command, the combatant command whose geographic area of responsibility includes the GCC
members and Yemen itself. Rather, the NSC spokesperson simply let us know. One needs to ask: The Saudi
Defense Ministry announced a U. Oh, and the United States is also reportedly providing aerial refueling for
Saudi fighter aircraft. A military operation that lacks clear courses of action, coherent objectives, or an
intended end state is nothing more than the random, purposeless application of force against some enemy.
Like all military interventions, there have been many â€” at times contradictory â€” justifications offered by
U. Later, press secretary No. Meanwhile, on Capitol Hill, legislators tried to frame the issue as friend versus
foe. The United States is providing operational support to the Saudi-led intervention in Yemen to: All of this
despite the fact that the U. Those drones that once took out terrorists now feed full-motion video to Saudi
targeteers. And that front-line partner in the fight against al Qaeda, President Hadi, is in exile in Riyadh. To
see Yemen exclusively through the lens of U. It is entirely implausible that the seven-course buffet of
justifications and objectives will be achieved in Yemen. This will all be over soon. State Department
spokesman Jeff Rathke pronounced on Friday: No doubt, much of the military and civilian infrastructure being
destroyed will have to be rebuilt â€” in effect, nation-building again. Unfortunately, this has become standard
operating procedure for how the United States keeps going to war.
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They sought peace through isolation and throughout the s advocated a policy of disarmament and
nonintervention. As a result, relations with Latin-American nations improved substantially under Hoover, an
anti-imperialist. This enabled Roosevelt to establish what became known as the Good Neighbor Policy , which
repudiated altogether the right of intervention in Latin America. By exercising restraint in the region as a
whole and by withdrawing American occupation forces from the Caribbean, Roosevelt increased the prestige
of the United States in Latin America to its highest level in memory. As the European situation became more
tense, the United States continued to hold to its isolationist policy. Congress, with the approval of Roosevelt
and Secretary of State Cordell Hull , enacted a series of neutrality laws that legislated against the factors that
supposedly had taken the United States into World War I. As Italy prepared to invade Ethiopia , Congress
passed the Neutrality Act of , embargoing shipment of arms to either aggressor or victim. Stronger legislation
followed the outbreak of the Spanish Civil War in , in effect penalizing the Spanish government, whose fascist
enemies were receiving strong support from Benito Mussolini and Adolf Hitler. National Archives,
Washington, D. When Japan invaded China in , however, he seemed to begin moving away from isolationism.
He then quickly denied that his statement had any policy implications , and by December, when Japanese
aircraft sank a U. With strong public opposition to foreign intervention, Roosevelt concentrated on regional
defense, continuing to build up the navy and signing mutual security agreements with other governments in
North and South America. With the fall of France to Germany in June , Roosevelt, with heavy public support,
threw the resources of the United States behind the British. He ordered the War and Navy departments to
resupply British divisions that had been rescued at Dunkirk minus their weaponry, and in September he agreed
to exchange 50 obsolescent destroyers for year leases on eight British naval and air bases in the Western
Hemisphere. The question of how much and what type of additional aid should be given to the Allies became
a major issue of the election of , in which Roosevelt ran for an unprecedented third term. Public opinion polls,
a new influence upon decision makers, showed that most Americans favoured Britain but still wished to stay
out of war. An alarmed Roosevelt fought back, going so far as to make what he knew was an empty promise.
Roosevelt won a decisive victory. Roosevelt watching while the blindfolded secretary of war, Henry L.
Stimson, draws the first number in the first peacetime draft lottery in U. In August Roosevelt met with the
British prime minister , Winston Churchill , off the coast of Newfoundland to issue a set of war aims known as
the Atlantic Charter. It called for national self-determination, larger economic opportunities, freedom from
fear and want, freedom of the seas, and disarmament. Although in retrospect U. Isolationism was a great
political force, and many influential individuals were determined that U. In fact, as late as August 12, , the
House of Representatives extended the Selective Training and Service Act of by a vote of only to Despite
isolationist resistance, Roosevelt pushed cautiously forward. In late August the navy added British and Allied
ships to its Icelandic convoys. Its orders were to shoot German and Italian warships on sight, thus making the
United States an undeclared participant in the Battle of the Atlantic. During October one U. The United States
now embarked on an undeclared naval war against Germany, but Roosevelt refrained from asking for a formal
declaration of war. According to public opinion polls, a majority of Americans still hoped to remain neutral.
The war question was soon resolved by events in the Pacific. As much as a distant neutral could, the United
States had been supporting China in its war against Japan, yet it continued to sell Japan products and
commodities essential to the Japanese war effort. Then, in July , the United States applied an embargo on the
sale of aviation gas, lubricants, and prime scrap metal to Japan. When Japanese armies invaded French
Indochina in September with the apparent purpose of establishing bases for an attack on the East Indies , the
United States struck back by embargoing all types of scrap iron and steel and by extending a loan to China.
Japan promptly retaliated by signing a limited treaty of alliance, the Tripartite Pact , with Germany and Italy.
Roosevelt extended a much larger loan to China and in December embargoed iron ore, pig iron , and a variety
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of other products. Japan and the United States then entered into complex negotiations in the spring of Neither
country would compromise on the China question, however, Japan refusing to withdraw and the United States
insisting upon it. Believing that Japan intended to attack the East Indies, the United States stopped exporting
oil to Japan at the end of the summer. Pacific Fleet and to conquer Southeast Asia , thereby becoming
self-sufficient in crude oil and other vital resources. By the end of November Roosevelt and his military
advisers knew through intercepted Japanese messages that a military attack was likely; they expected it to be
against the East Indies or the Philippines. To their astonishment, on December 7 Japan directed its first blow
against naval and air installations in Hawaii. In a bold surprise attack, Japanese aircraft destroyed or damaged
18 ships of war at Pearl Harbor , including the entire battleship force, and planes. Pacific Fleet, December 7,
On December 8, , Congress with only one dissenting vote declared war against Japan. Three days later
Germany and Italy declared war against the United States; and Congress, voting unanimously, reciprocated.
As a result of the attack on Pearl Harbor, the previously divided nation entered into the global struggle with
virtual unanimity. The United States at war Although isolationism died at Pearl Harbor, its legacy of
unpreparedness lived on. Anticipating war, Roosevelt and his advisers had been able to develop and execute
some plans for military expansion, but public opinion prohibited large-scale appropriations for armament and
defense. Thus, when Pearl Harbor was attacked, the United States had some 2,, men under arms, but most
were ill-trained and poorly equipped. Barely a handful of army divisions even approached a state of readiness.
The Army Air Corps possessed only 1, combat planes, many of which were outdated. The navy was better
prepared, but it was too small to fight a two-ocean war and had barely been able to provide enough ships for
convoy duty in the North Atlantic. Eventually more than 15,, men and women would serve in the armed
forces, but not until would the United States be strong enough to undertake large-scale offensive operations.
War production Roosevelt had begun establishing mobilization agencies in , but none had sufficient power or
authority to bring order out of the chaos generated as industry converted to war production. He therefore
created the War Production Board in January to coordinate mobilization, and in an Office of War Mobilization
was established to supervise the host of defense agencies that had sprung up in Washington , D. Gradually, a
priorities system was devised to supply defense plants with raw materials; a synthetic rubber industry was
developed from scratch; rationing conserved scarce resources; and the Office of Price Administration kept
inflation under control. Stock footage courtesy The WPA Film Library After initial snarls and never-ending
disputes, by the beginning of production was reaching astronomical totalsâ€”double those of all the enemy
countries combined. Hailed at the time as a production miracle, this increase was about equal to what the
country would have produced in peacetime, assuming full employment. War production might have risen even
higher if regulation of civilian consumption and industry had been stricter. Scientists, under the direction of
the Office of Scientific Research and Development , played a more important role in production than in any
previous war, making gains in rocketry, radar and sonar, and other areas. Among the new inventions was the
proximity fuze , which contained a tiny radio that detonated an artillery shell in the vicinity of its target,
making a direct hit unnecessary. Of greatest importance was the atomic bomb , developed by scientists in
secrecy and first tested on July 6, Taxes paid 41 percent of the cost, less than Roosevelt requested but more
than the World War I figure of 33 percent. The remainder was financed by borrowing from financial
institutions, an expensive method but one that Congress preferred over the alternatives of raising taxes even
higher or making war bond purchases compulsory. The Revenue Act of revolutionized the tax structure by
increasing the number who paid income taxes from 13,, to 50,, At the same time, through taxes on excess
profits and other sources of income, the rich were made to bear a larger part of the burden, making this the
only period in modern history when wealth was significantly redistributed. Social consequences of the war
Despite the vast number of men and women in uniform, civilian employment rose from 46,, in to more than
53,, in The pool of unemployed men dried up in , and further employment increases consisted of women,
minorities, and over- or underage males. These were not enough to meet all needs, and by the end of the year a
manpower shortage had developed. One result of this shortage was that blacks made significant social and
economic progress. Although the armed forces continued to practice segregation, as did Red Cross blood
banks, Roosevelt, under pressure from blacks, who were outraged by the refusal of defense industries to
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integrate their labour forces, signed Executive Order on June 25, It prohibited racial discrimination in job
training programs and by defense contractors and established a Fair Employment Practices Committee to
insure compliance. By the end of nearly 2,, blacks were at work in defense industries. As black contributions
to the military and industry increased, so did their demands for equality. This sometimes led to racial
hostilities, as on June 20, , when mobs of whites invaded the black section of Detroit. Nevertheless, the gains
offset the losses. Lynching virtually died out, several states outlawed discriminatory voting practices, and
others adopted fair employment laws. Full employment also resulted in raised income levels, which, through a
mixture of price and wage controls , were kept ahead of inflation. Despite both this increase in income and a
no-strike pledge given by trade union leaders after Pearl Harbor, there were numerous labour actions. Workers
resented wage ceilings because much of their increased income went to pay taxes and was earned by working
overtime rather than through higher hourly rates. In consequence, there were almost 15, labour stoppages
during the war at a cost of some 36,, man-days. Strikes were greatly resented, particularly by the armed forces,
but their effects were more symbolic than harmful. The time lost amounted to only one-ninth of 1 percent of
all hours worked. Because Pearl Harbor had united the nation, few people were prosecuted for disloyalty or
sedition , unlike during World War I. The one glaring exception to this policy was the scandalous treatment of
Japanese and Americans of Japanese descent. The Japanese-Americans lost their liberty, and in most cases
their property as well, despite the fact that the Federal Bureau of Investigation , which had already arrested
those individuals it considered security risks, had verified their loyalty. The election Roosevelt soundly
defeated Gov. Dewey of New York in the election , but his margin of victory was smaller than it had been
previously. His running mate, chosen by leaders who disliked former vice president Henry A. Wallace for his
extreme liberalism, was Sen. Truman of Missouri , a party Democrat who had distinguished himself by
investigating fraud and waste among war contractors. After a series of conferences in December , Roosevelt
and Prime Minister Churchill announced the formation of the United Nations , a wartime alliance of 26
nations. In Roosevelt began planning the organization of a postwar United Nations, meeting with
congressional leaders to assure bipartisan support. In addition to political harmony, Roosevelt promoted
economic cooperation, and, with his full support, in the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund
were created to bar a return of the cutthroat economic nationalism that had prevailed before the war.
Throughout the war Roosevelt met with Churchill and Stalin to plan military strategy and postwar policy. His
last great conference with them took place at Yalta in Crimea in February There policies were agreed upon to
enforce the unconditional surrender of Germany, to divide it into zones for occupation and policing by the
respective Allied forces, and to provide democratic regimes in eastern European nations.
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The USS Porter was one of two destroyers that fired a total of 59 cruise missiles at a Syrian military airfield in
retaliation for a chemical attack that killed scores of civilians this week. The attack was the first direct U. Who
is to blame? Open area immediately for medical help and verification. Another humanitarian disaster for no
reason whatsoever. Animal Assad would have been history! Right now it is unclear exactly who was
responsible for the chemical attack in Douma, if, indeed, there was one. Instead, the organization has called
for an investigationâ€”and for an international intervention. The Kremlin, for one, rejects the very notion that
there was a chemical attack on Douma. The Russians are asserting that evidence is being manufactured to
essentially frame the Syrian government for the chemical attack. These reports are again referenced to the
notorious White Helmets, which have been proved more than once to be working hand in glove with the
terrorists, as well as to other pseudo-humanitarian organizations headquartered in the UK and the U. What is
to be done? Hawkish voices in the United Statesâ€”including Republican Sens. Those are just a few among
the voices calling on Trump to set aside his stated desire for American forces to leave that war-torn nation
once the ISIS terrorist group has been eliminated. Indeed, Trump said that he is reconsidering his position and
will make a decision shortly. But we cannot allow atrocities like that. Defense Secretary James Mattis said at
the Pentagon. That means that unless Washington is willing to risk a major war with Moscowâ€”one that
could escalate out of controlâ€”American military personnel will have to be very careful not to hit uniformed
Russian forces. Gerasimov, as both American and Russian-based experts have noted, is not prone to bluffing
and strictly follows directives from Putin. However, in order to prevent the Russians from tipping off their
Syrian allies, the United States might have to refrain from using the deconfliction line that is used to ensure
the two great powers do not come into unintentional military conflict. Essentially, while Russian air defense
systems provide area air defense coverage against medium or high altitude threats, they are effectively point
defense weapons when defending against cruise missiles. David Deptula, a former U. The Kremlin is not
bluffing, analysts say. Russian forces have the ability to strike back at U. As Gerasimov had noted, the
Russians would not necessarily confine their response to an attack on their forces to just Syria, they would
strike at the launch platforms and their bases of origin. Long range precision-guided weapons such as the ship
and submarine-based Kalibr cruise missile and the X air-launched cruise missileâ€”which can be carried
onboard the Tupolev Tu Bear and Tu Blackjack strategic bombersâ€”afford Moscow the ability to strike U.
That could be cause for concern for American allies, which might host U. The problem with starting a war
with another nuclear-armed great power is that such conflicts inevitably escalateâ€”and escalate out of control.
Indeed, a conflict between Russia and the United States is likely to do so. Israel adds to the confusion Another
wild card is Israel and other regional powers involved in Syria. TASS reported that there were no Russian
advisers among the casualties, however, it is reported that at least fourteen pro-regime forces, including some
number of Iranian personnel, were killed. Thus, the potential for an unintentional clashâ€”between multiple
powersâ€”is high. Indeed, the Pentagon was forced earlier to deny that American forces were involved. The
outcome could either be an unmitigated disaster, where there is an open war between Russia and the United
States, or it might turn out to be a learning experience that averts future crises. The Washington national
security community has largely forgotten the Cold War concepts of nuclear deterrence and managing
confrontations with a nuclear-armed rival. Over the past twenty-five years or so, Washington has become
accustomed to a world where there are no great-power challengers and the only real threat comes from
terrorism. I hear it all the time.
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The emblem of the Department of the Army , derived from the seal of the U. Shortly after the establishment of
a strong government under President George Washington in , Congress created the War Department as a
civilian agency to administer the field army under the president as commander in chief and the secretary of
war. Direct field command of the small Regular Army by President Washington leading a column of troops
west through Pennsylvania to Fort Cumberland in Maryland in to combat the incipient Whiskey Rebellion on
the frontier was an occasion never since used by American Presidents. The Possibility of re-organizing a "New
Army" under nominal command of retired President and Major General George Washington and his aide,
former Treasury Secretary Alexander Hamilton to deal with the rising tide of maritime incidents between
American commerce ships and the new French Republic was authorized by second President John Adams in
and the remote possibility of land invasion was an interesting adventure. On November 8, the War Department
building with its records and files was consumed by fire. In August during the Burning of Washington , the
United States Department of War building was also burned-however the War and State Department files had
been removed-all books and record had been saved; the only records of the War Department lost were
recommendations of appointments for the Army and letters received from seven years previous. Secretary of
War, John C. Calhoun reorganized the department into a system of bureaus, whose chiefs held office for life,
and a commanding general in the field, although the Congress did not authorize this position. Winfield Scott
became the senior general until the start of the American Civil War in The bureau chiefs acted as advisers to
the Secretary of War while commanding their own troops and field installations. The bureaus frequently
conflicted among themselves, but in disputes with the commanding general, the Secretary of War generally
supported the bureaus. Congress regulated the affairs of the bureaus in detail, and their chiefs looked to that
body for support. It handled the recruiting, training, supply, medical care, transportation and pay of two
million soldiers, comprising both the regular army and the much larger temporary volunteer army. A separate
command structure took charge of military operations. In the late stages of the war, the Department took
charge of refugees and freedmen freed slaves in the American South through the Bureau of Refugees,
Freedmen and Abandoned Lands. When military Reconstruction ended in , the U. Army removed the last
troops from military occupation of the American South, and the last Republican state governments in the
region ended. The Army comprised hundreds of small detachments in forts around the West, dealing with
Indians, and in coastal artillery units in port cities, dealing with the threat of a naval attack. By contrast,
France had an army of , This conflict demonstrated the need for more effective control over the department
and its bureaus. Miles stymied his efforts. He changed the procedures for promotions and organized schools
for the special branches of the service. He also devised the principle of rotating officers from staff to line.
Concerned about the new territories acquired after the Spanishâ€”American War , Root worked out the
procedures for turning Cuba over to the Cubans, wrote the charter of government for the Philippines, and
eliminated tariffs on goods imported to the United States from Puerto Rico. Indeed, Secretary Taft exercised
little power; President Theodore Roosevelt made the major decisions. In , Secretary Henry L. The general staff
assisted them in their efforts to rationalize the organization of the army along modern lines and in supervising
the bureaus. Baker , who opposed efforts to control the bureaus and war industry until competition for limited
supplies almost paralyzed industry and transportation, especially in the North. Goethals acting quartermaster
general and General Peyton C. March chief of staff. Assisted by industrial advisers, they reorganized the
supply system of the army and practically wiped out the bureaus as quasi-independent agencies. General
March reorganized the general staff along similar lines and gave it direct authority over departmental
operations. After the war, the Congress again granted the bureaus their former independence. In the s, General
John J. Pershing realigned the general staff on the pattern of his American Expeditionary Force AEF field
headquarters, which he commanded. The general staff in the early s exercised little effective control over the
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bureaus, but the chiefs of staff gradually gained substantial authority over them by , when General George
Marshall assumed the office of Army Chief of Staff. Roosevelt on military strategy and expended little effort
in acting as general manager of the Department of War. Many agencies still fragmented authority, burdening
the chief of staff with too many details, making the whole Department of War poorly geared toward directing
the army in a global war. General Marshall described the chief of staff then as a "poor command post. The
Operations Division acted as general planning staff for General Marshall. By , the Army Air Forces gained
virtual independence in every way from the rest of the army. Office space[ edit ] State, War, and Navy
Building in In the early years, between and , the Department of War was headquartered in Philadelphia ; it
moved with the other federal agencies to the new national capital at Washington, District of Columbia , in
State to the northeast and Treasury in the southeast. The original structures for War and Navy on the west side
of the now famous White House was replaced in by construction of a new building of French Empire design
with mansard roofs, the "State, War, and Navy Building" now the Old Executive Office Building , and later
renamed to honor General and President Dwight D. Eisenhower , built in the same location as its predecessors.
By the s, the Department of State squeezed the War Department from its office space, and the White House
also desired additional office space. In the late s, the government constructed the War Department Building
renamed in as the Harry S Truman Building at 21st and C Streets in Foggy Bottom , but upon completion, the
new building did not solve the space problem of the department, and the Department of State ultimately used
it and continues to use it into the present day. Stimson faced with the situation of the War Department spread
through the overcrowded Munitions Building and numerous other buildings across Washington, D.
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Sign up for Take Action Now and get three actions in your inbox every week. You can read our Privacy Policy
here. Thank you for signing up. For more from The Nation, check out our latest issue. Support Progressive
Journalism The Nation is reader supported: Travel With The Nation Be the first to hear about Nation Travels
destinations, and explore the world with kindred spirits. Sign up for our Wine Club today. Did you know you
can support The Nation by drinking wine? For the first time in a quarter-century, the prospect of warâ€”real
war, war between the major powersâ€”will be on the agenda of Western leaders when they meet at the NATO
Summit in Warsaw, Poland, on July 8 and 9. Until recently, the prospect of such an attack was given little
credence in strategic circles, but now many in NATO believe a major war is possible and that robust defensive
measures are required. Ad Policy In what is likely to be its most significant move, the Warsaw summit is
expected to give formal approval to a plan to deploy four multinational battalions along the eastern
flankâ€”one each in Poland, Lithuania, Latvia, and Estonia. This, it is claimed, will deter Russia from
undertaking such a move in the first place or ensure its defeat should it be foolhardy enough to start a war. The
United States, of course, is deeply involved in these initiatives. Much of this additional funding will go to the
deployment, on a rotating basis, of an additional armored-brigade combat team in northern Europe. Known as
Anakonda , the exercise involved some 31, troops about half of them Americans and thousands of combat
vehicles from 24 nations in simulated battle maneuvers across the breadth of Poland. All of thisâ€”the
aggressive exercises, the NATO buildup, the added US troop deploymentsâ€”reflects a new and dangerous
strategic outlook in Washington. Whereas previously the strategic focus had been on terrorism and
counterinsurgency, it has now shifted to conventional warfare among the major powers. Until recently, he
explained, American forces had largely been primed to defeat insurgent and irregular forces, such as the
Taliban in Afghanistan. By preparing for war, Washington and NATO are setting in motion forces that could
achieve precisely that outcome. During the Cold War, it was widely assumed that the principal task of the US
military was to prepare for all-out combat with the Soviet Union, and that such preparation must envision the
likelihood of nuclear escalation. Since then, American forces have seen much horrible fighting in the Middle
East and Afghanistan, but none of that has involved combat with another major power, and none entailed the
risk of nuclear escalationâ€”for which we should all be thankful. Now, however, Secretary Carter and his
aides are seriously thinking aboutâ€”and planning forâ€”conflicts that would involve another major power and
could escalate to the nuclear realm. Russian intervention in Crimea and eastern Ukraine is certainly
provocative and repugnant, but cannot unequivocally be deemed a direct threat to NATO. Other Russian
moves in the region, such as incursions by Russian ships and planes into the airspace and coastal waters of
NATO members, are more worrisome, but appear to be more political messaging than a prelude to invasion.
By announcing the return of great-power competition and preparing for a war with Russia, the United States
and NATO are setting in motion forces that could, in the end, achieve precisely that outcome. This is not to
say that Moscow is guiltless regarding the troubled environment along the eastern front, but surely Vladimir
Putin has reason to claim that the NATO initiatives pose a substantially heightened threat to Russian security
and so justify a corresponding Russian buildup. Finally, there is the risk of accident, miscalculation, and
escalation. In all such actions, there is a constant danger that one side or the other will overreact to a perceived
threat and take steps leading to combat and, conceivably, all-out war. Imagine where that could have led.
Fortunately, the captain of the destroyer chose to exercise restraint and a serious incident was averted. But as
more US and NATO forces are deployed on the edge of Russian territory and both sides engage in provocative
military maneuvers, dangerous encounters of this sort are sure to increase in frequency, and the risk of their
ending badly will only grow. Surely it is possible to reassure the Baltic states and Poland without deploying
many thousands of additional troops there and inviting an additional military buildup on the Russian side.
Klare Twitter Michael T. To submit a correction for our consideration, click here. For Reprints and
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Standing in judgement, buffeted by the rotor wash of a helicopter or sweltering beneath the relentless desert
sun, they instruct , yell , and cajole as skinnier men play act under their watchful eyes. In many places, more
than their particular brand of camouflage, better boots, and designer gear sets them apart. Their days are
scented by stale sweat and gunpowder; their nights are spent in rustic locales or third-world bars. Ad Policy
This article originally appeared at TomDispatch. To stay on top of important articles like these, sign up to
receive the latest updates from TomDispatch. These menâ€”and they are mostly men â€”belong to an
exclusive military fraternity that traces its heritage back to the birth of the nation. The officers are generally
approaching their mid-thirties; the enlisted men, their late twenties. And day after day, they carry out shadowy
missions over much of the planet: As part of a global engagement strategy of endless hush-hush operations
conducted on every continent but Antarctica, they have now eclipsed the number and range of special ops
missions undertaken at the height of the conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan. In the waning days of the Bush
administration, Special Operations forces SOF were reportedly deployed in only about 60 nations around the
world. By , according to the Washington Post, that number had swelled to The average number of Special
Operations forces deployed overseas has nearly tripled during these same years, while SOCOM more than
doubled its personnel from about 33, in to nearly 70, now. Each day, according to SOCOM commander
General Joseph Votel , approximately 11, special operators are deployed or stationed outside the United States
with many more on standby, ready to respond in the event of an overseas crisis. By last year, that number had
dropped to 69 percent, according to GAO figures. Last year, it was 10 percent. The elite of the elite in the
special ops community, JSOC takes on covert, clandestine, and low-visibility operations in the hottest of hot
spots. Some covert ops that have come to light in recent years include a host of Delta Force missions:
Similarly, Navy SEALs have, among other operations, carried out successful hostage rescue missions in
Afghanistan and Somalia in ; a disastrous one in Yemen in ; a kidnap raid in Somalia that went awry;
andâ€”that same yearâ€”a failed evacuation mission in South Sudan in which three SEALs were wounded
when their aircraft was hit by small arms fire. They provide unit-level training in subjects like small unit
tactics, counterterrorism operations and maritime operations. SOF can also provide formal classroom training
in subjects like the military decision-making process or staff planning. And JCETs are just a fraction of the
story. SOCOM carries out many other multinational overseas training operations. According to data from the
Office of the Under Secretary of Defense Comptroller , for example, Special Operations forces conducted 75
training exercises in 30 countries in The numbers were projected to jump to 98 exercises in 34 countries by
the end of this year. These SOFLEs and JPATs belong to a mind-bending alphabet soup of special ops entities
operating around the globe, a jumble of opaque acronyms and stilted abbreviations masking a secret world of
clandestine efforts often conducted in the shadows in impoverished lands ruled by problematic regimes. We
support the geographic combatant commanders, but we are not bound by the artificial boundaries that
normally define the regional areas in which they operate. In one particular blurring of boundaries, Special
Operations liaison officers SOLOs are embedded in at least 14 key US embassies to assist in advising the
special forces of various allied nations. Most were, undoubtedly, training efforts. Documents obtained from
the Pentagon via the Freedom of Information Act outlining Joint Combined Exchange Training in offer an
indication of what Special Operations forces do on a daily basis and also what skills are deemed necessary for
their real-world missions: Everyday, in around 80 or more countries that Special Operations Command will
not name, they undertake missions the command refuses to talk about. This summer, when Votel commented
that more special ops troops are deployed to more locations and are conducting more operations than at the
height of the Afghan and Iraq wars, he drew attention to two conflicts in which those forces played major roles
that have not turned out well for the United States. Consider that symbolic of what the bulking up of his
command has meant in these years. The special ops commander seems resigned to the very real limitations of
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what his secretive but much-ballyhooed , highly-trained, well-funded, heavily-armed operators can do. War
and Survival in South Sudan. To submit a correction for our consideration, click here. For Reprints and
Permissions, click here.
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Search Toggle display of website navigation Shadow Government: December 27, , 4: Any such war could
result in tens of thousands of deaths in the opening hours of hostilities, and potentially kill hundreds of
thousands or even millions before the end of the conflict. Lindsey Graham, a keen observer of foreign affairs
who has become a confidante of President Donald Trump, recently put the odds of Trump authorizing a
preventive strike against North Korea at three in Graham may be overly optimistic. In the early s, U.
According to media reports , the U. In fact, in an infamous interview with the New York Times, Trump
appeared to suggest that South Korea and Japan should consider developing their own nuclear deterrents in
order to fend for themselves instead of always turning to Uncle Sam. North Korea conducted at least 20
missile tests this past year, including three missiles with intercontinental range. The energy generated by the
blast suggested that the device was at least times greater than the nuclear bomb the United States dropped on
Hiroshima in While it remains uncertain whether North Korea has yet perfected a survivable re-entry vehicle
to reliably deliver a city-busting nuclear warhead via an ICBM, the rogue nation may pass that technological
hurdle sometime in National Security Advisor H. McMaster has been particularly vocal in this regard. The
North Korean regime has been dissuaded from using its nuclear capabilities for more than a decade, and both
the U. As we learned the hard way with Iraq, if a rogue regime is deemed undeterrable, and diplomatic
compromise is seen as untenable, the allure of preventive war can quickly become irresistible. McMaster has
taken the lead in making these arguments, but he is not alone. Folks, I must imagine the unimaginable. The
Trump administration deserves credit for building on efforts during the Obama administration to isolate
Pyongyang. As a result, the diplomatic and economic vice on Pyongyang is tightening. Kim sees nuclear
weapons and the ability to target the U. It is simply inconceivable that he will accept full denuclearization at
this point, no matter how much the pressure builds. He has repeatedly denigrated the diplomatic option and
constricted the space for peaceful compromise, appearing to favor military action. The president has insisted
that Kim agree upfront to discuss denuclearization before the United States will sit down to negotiate,
something Kim will not acquiesce to. People who have met with McMaster and the National Security Council
staff in recent weeks have left convinced that they are seriously considering such an option. Of course, if Kim
is so irrational that preventive war is the only way to head off the nuclear threat North Korea poses to the
United States, it is not at all clear why Kim is simultaneously sufficiently rational for intra-war deterrence to
operate in this manner. But the notion that a war, once initiated, can be kept from spiraling out control is a
dangerous fantasy â€” one that makes the optimism before the Iraq invasion pale in comparison. Yes, Kim
wants to survive. Perhaps for these reasons, there is no evidence that Mattis supports a preventative strike. But
the president may be attracted to one anyway. Trump does not appear to be overly worried about potential
escalation, so long as it stays contained to Asia and kills mostly Asians. If there is going to be a war to stop
him, it will be over there. But even if this is all wrong, and Trump is actually bluffing, his dangerous gambit
could still lead to catastrophe. For starters, his undisciplined rhetoric has made miscalculation and inadvertent
escalation much more likely. In the coming months, seeing a preventive war on the horizon, Kim could
misperceive a U. Any bluff of this magnitude also risks a credibility trap for the administration. For all these
reasons, the prospect of a devastating conflict on the Korean Peninsula is growing. Unless the president begins
to send clear and consistent signals that the United States is open to talks with North Korea without upfront
conditions, and unless the administration proves willing to settle â€” at least for some period of time â€” with
a negotiated outcome that eases the risk of nuclear war but falls short of full and immediate denuclearization,
all signs point to a very dark path ahead. To date, there has been almost no public debate about the prospect of
war on the Korean Peninsula and far too little attention paid by Congress. Kahl is the inaugural Steven C.
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Since it numbered only about 42,, heavy recruiting programs were introduced. Many of the enlisted men were
farm boys, as were most of the Americans. Others were unemployed persons from the urban slums. Still others
joined the army to escape fines or imprisonment. The great majority became efficient soldiers as a result of
sound training and ferocious discipline. The officers were drawn largely from the gentry and the aristocracy
and obtained their commissions and promotions by purchase. Though they received no formal training, they
were not so dependent on a book knowledge of military tactics as were many of the Americans. British
generals, however, tended toward a lack of imagination and initiative , while those who demonstrated such
qualities often were rash. Because troops were few and conscription unknown, the British government,
following a traditional policy, purchased about 30, troops from various German princes. The Lensgreve
landgrave of Hesse furnished approximately three-fifths of that total. Few acts by the crown roused so much
antagonism in America as that use of foreign mercenaries. After the Boston Tea Party December 16, ,
Parliament responded with the Intolerable Acts , a series of punitive measures that were intended to cow the
restive population into obedience. Thomas Gage , the commander of all British troops in North America.
William Legge, 2nd earl of Dartmouth , secretary of state for the colonies, advised Gage that American
Revolution: Library of Congress, Washington, D. LC-USZC the violence committed by those, who have taken
up arms in Massachusetts, have appeared to me as the acts of a rude rabble, without plan, without concert,
without conduct. From London, Dartmouth concluded that a small force now, if put to the test, would be able
to conquer them, with greater probability of success, than might be expected of a larger army, if the people
should be suffered to form themselves upon a more regular plan. Gage, for his part, felt that no fewer than 20,
troops would be adequate for such an endeavour, but he acted with the forces he had at hand. Beginning in the
late summer of , Gage attempted to suppress the warlike preparations throughout New England by seizing
stores of weapons and powder. Although the colonials were initially taken by surprise, they soon mobilized.
Groups such as the Sons of Liberty uncovered advance details of British actions, and Committees of
Correspondence aided in the organization of countermeasures. The following day, several hundred men
assembled and stormed the fort, capturing the six-man garrison, seizing a significant quantity of powder, and
striking the British colours; a subsequent party removed the remaining cannons and small arms. The trio were
apprehended outside Lexington by a British patrol, but Prescott escaped custody and was able to continue on
to Concord. Revere, PaulPaul Revere riding on the night of April 18, , to warn Boston-area residents that the
British were coming. Some British troops spent the evening of April 18, , forming ranks on Boston Common,
with orders to seize the colonial armoury at Concord. The lengthy public display ensured that Gage had lost
any chance at secrecy, and by the time the force had been transported across the Charles River to Cambridge it
was 2: The march to Lexington was an exercise in misery. It began in a swamp, and the British were forced to
wade through brackish water that was, in places, waist deep. By the time the soaked infantrymen arrived in
Lexington at approximately 5: Officers on both sides ordered their men to hold their positions but not to fire
their weapons. The colonial force evaporated, and the British moved on to Concord, where they were met with
determined resistance from hundreds of militiamen. Now outnumbered and running low on ammunition, the
British column was forced to retire to Boston. On the return march, American snipers took a deadly toll on the
British, and only the timely arrival of 1, reinforcements prevented the retreat from becoming a rout. Those
killed and wounded at the Battles of Lexington and Concord numbered British and 95 Americans. A line of
minutemen being fired upon by British troops during the Battle of Lexington in Massachusetts, April 19,
Those four commanders would be identified with the conduct of the principal British operations. The
Continental Congress in Philadelphia , acting for the 13 colonies, voted for general defensive measures, called
out troops, and appointed George Washington of Virginia commander in chief. Before Washington could take
charge of the 15, colonial troops laying siege to the British garrison in Boston, Gage ordered Howe to drive
the Americans from the heights in Charlestown. The site is built over today, but it was open country in The
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British advanced from Boston by boat. The Charles River was not largely filled then, as it is today, and British
warships could lie between Boston and the site of the battle. The placement of American artillery on the
heights would have made the British position in Boston untenable , so on June 17, , Howe led a British frontal
assault on the American fortifications. The British eventually cleared the hill but at the cost of more than 40
percent of the assault force, and the battle was a moral victory for the Americans. Not only did he have to
contain the British in Boston, but he also had to recruit a Continental army. During the winter of â€”76
recruitment lagged so badly that fresh drafts of militia were called up to help maintain the siege. The balance
shifted in late winter, when Gen. The British fort, which occupied a strategic point between Lake George and
Lake Champlain , had been surprised and taken on May 10, , by the Green Mountain Boys , a Vermont militia
group under the command of Col. The cannons from Ticonderoga were mounted on Dorchester Heights,
above Boston. The guns forced Howe, who had replaced Gage in command in October , to evacuate the city
on March 17, Howe then repaired to Halifax to prepare for an invasion of New York, and Washington moved
units southward for its defense. General George Washington riding white horse and his staff welcoming a
provision train of supplies for the Continental Army. In the fall of the Americans invaded Canada. One force
under Gen. Richard Montgomery captured Montreal on November Another under Benedict Arnold made a
remarkable march through the Maine wilderness to Quebec. Unable to take the city, Arnold was joined by
Montgomery, many of whose troops had gone home because their enlistments had expired. An attack on the
city on the last day of the year failed, Montgomery was killed, and many troops were captured. The Americans
maintained a siege of the city but withdrew with the arrival of British reinforcements in the spring. Pursued by
the British and decimated by smallpox , the Americans fell back to Ticonderoga. Forced to build one of his
own, Carleton destroyed most of the American fleet in October but considered the season too advanced to
bring Ticonderoga under siege. Charleston , South Carolina , was successfully defended against a British
assault by sea in June. It also gave the Howes a commission to treat with the Americans. The Continental
Congress , which had proclaimed the independence of the colonies, at first thought that the Howes were
empowered to negotiate peace terms but discovered that they were authorized only to accept submission and
assure pardons. New Yorkâ€”New Jersey campaign of â€” Their peace efforts getting nowhere, the Howes
turned to force. Washington, who had anticipated British designs, had already marched from Boston to New
York and fortified the city, but his position was far from ideal. His left flank was thrown across the East River
, beyond the village of Brooklyn , while the remainder of his lines fronted the Hudson River , making them
open to a combined naval and ground attack. The position was untenable since the British absolutely
dominated the waters about Manhattan. Howe drove Washington out of New York and forced the
abandonment of the whole of Manhattan Island by employing three well-directed movements upon the
American left. He then scored a smashing victory on August 27, driving the Americans into their Brooklyn
works and inflicting a loss of about 1, men. Washington skillfully evacuated his army from Brooklyn to
Manhattan that night under cover of a fog. Armytage after a painting by M. Howe slipped between the
American army and Fort Washington and stormed the fort on November 16, seizing guns, supplies, and nearly
3, prisoners. Though Washington escaped to the west bank of the Delaware River , his army nearly
disappeared. Howe then put his army into winter quarters, with outposts at towns such as Bordentown and
Trenton. Crossing the ice-strewn Delaware with 2, men, he fell upon the Hessian garrison at Trenton at dawn
and took nearly 1, prisoners. Though almost trapped by Cornwallis, who recovered Trenton on January 2, ,
Washington made a skillful escape during the night, won a battle against British reinforcements at Princeton
the next day, and went into winter quarters in the defensible area around Morristown. The Trenton-Princeton
campaign roused the country and saved the struggle for independence from collapse. An army under Gen.
John Burgoyne was to march south from Canada and join forces with Howe on the Hudson. But Howe seems
to have concluded that Burgoyne was strong enough to operate on his own and left New York in the summer,
taking his army by sea to the head of Chesapeake Bay. Once ashore, he defeated Washington badly but not
decisively at Brandywine Creek on September Then, feinting westward, he entered Philadelphia , the
American capital, on September The Continental Congress fled to York. Washington struck back at
Germantown on October 4 but, compelled to withdraw, went into winter quarters at Valley Forge. In the North
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the story was different. Burgoyne was to move south to Albany with a force of about 9, British, Germans,
Indians, and American loyalists; a smaller force under Lieut. Leger was to converge on Albany through the
Mohawk valley. Burgoyne took Ticonderoga handily on July 5 and then, instead of using Lake George, chose
a southward route by land. Slowed by the rugged terrain, strewn with trees cut down by American axmen
under Gen. Philip Schuyler , and needing horses, Burgoyne sent a force of Germans to collect them at
Bennington, Vermont. John Stark and Col. Leger besieged Fort Schuyler present-day Rome , New York ,
ambushed a relief column of American militia at Oriskany on August 6, but retreated as his Indians gave up
the siege and an American force under Arnold approached. Burgoyne himself reached the Hudson, but the
Americans, now under Gen. Ten days later, unable to get help from New York , Burgoyne surrendered at
Saratoga. Northern campaign of The French had secretly furnished financial and material aid since Now they
prepared fleets and armies, although they did not formally declare war until June Order and discipline among
the troops were improved by the arrival of the Freiherr von baron of Steuben , a Prussian officer in the service
of France.
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Make no mistake about it: The United States is on the cusp of a civil war. It is a war fought not with swords,
firearms, and artilleryâ€”at least not yetâ€”but through throngs of people chanting and screaming in the
streets; in buildings; on university campuses; and in the public square; even outside private residences. These
throngs are threatening, ridiculing, harassing, and assaulting Americans who do not share their views, their
sensibilities. And physical altercations and clashes have occurred. More of those are on the horizon; that is
certain. No one should doubt it. In the present conflict, there can be no negotiation with or compromise
between the two factions, for the gulf dividing them is too vast, the chasm too deep. The outcome of the
present civil war will be profound. Supreme Court, Judge Brett Kavanaugh. Judge Brett Kavanaugh presently
sits as a judge on the U. Court of Appeals for the D. He is, by any estimate, a brilliant jurist with many years
of judicial experience. No one should doubt that. No one can reasonably refute or rebut that. One faction
intends to strike his nomination down. Senate Democrats and Senate Republicans, sitting on the Judiciary
Committee, pose, essentially, as proxies for the two factions in conflict. One faction supports confirmation of
Judge Kavanaugh to the high Court and is working to see it happen. The other intends to prevent it. Few
Americans remain on the sidelines. Both factions in this modern civil conflict know that the Judiciaryâ€”more
so than Congress, or the Chief Executiveâ€”has power, predicated on the jurisprudential and philosophical
predispositions of the Justices of the U. Supreme Court, either to strengthen or weaken the bedrock of the
Nation: In their individual approaches to case analysis, through the methodologies employed, one vision of the
Country sees actualization. Democratic Party proxies, frantic and frenetic, fearing imminent confirmation of
Judge Kavanaugh to the high Court, have lost all sense of decorum, all reason, all self-restraint. That much is
clear. Democrats, and the public at large that tuned to the Confirmation Hearing, know that Bret Kavanaugh
has a keen analytical mind; that he is legally astute; that his years of experience as a lawyer and as a jurist
make him eminently qualified to serve on the U. For, one faction seeks a jurist to sit on the high Court who
has no qualms about legislating from the Bench: President, Barack Obama, who nominated him to sit on the
high Courtâ€”a jurist who would also be championed by the Democratic Party Presidential hopeful, Hillary
Clinton who failed to get elected. Knowing what is at stake, Democrats have become frantic, desperate. At the
last minute, in a last ditch effort to delay, with the aim of ultimately derailing the confirmation of Brett
Kavanaugh, Democrats have sought the last refuge of the hopeless: Each side, in this conflict, knows full well
that the very soul and psyche of this Nation and its people is at stake. The outcome of the present conflict will,
then, from that perspective, be far-reachingâ€”conceivably more so than that of the previous conflict,
devastating as that conflict was and as far-reaching in its consequences that it was for the Confederacy; and for
the Nation; and for all Americans. The secession of the Confederate States from the Union was withdrawn,
and the Nation reunited. The Confederacy was placed under military rule. Slavery was de facto eliminated.
And the Senate did not do so, here. Those Democrats and Leftists, of all stripes, who wanted and had expected
the Senate to provide a Hearing and Roll-Call vote on Merrick Garland were apoplectic. Leftists conclude that
Republicans have stolen a seat on the high Court that belongs to them. About The Arbalest Quarrel: That
purpose is to educate the American public about recent Federal and State firearms control legislation. No other
website, to our knowledge, provides as deep an analysis or as thorough an analysis. Arbalest Group offers this
information free. For more information, visit:
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